Team 2014 / Equipe 2014

No

Name / Nom

30

Lawrence, Addison

31

Blue, David

2

Horne, Tucker

4

Young, Nicholas

5

Plants, Cameron

Position

6

Anderson, Cameron

7

White, Dalton

8

Vaahtoranta, Oliver

9

Straughn, Alex

10

Kimball, Andrew (A)

13

Vicini, Matthew

16

Fitz, Brian

17

Imposimato, Alex

18

Throndson, Christopher (C)

21

Phillips, Devin (A)

G
G
F
D
D
D
F
F
F
F
F
D
F
D
F

23
27
88

Hooper, Lexi
Manning, Seth
St.John, Watt

D
F
F

Coaches / Instructeurs

Shane Willis – GM/Head Coach – Gérant/Instr. Chef
Mitch Hodgkiss – Asst. Coach – Instr. Adjoint
Brian Mehm – Asst. Coach – Instr. Adjoint
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Team 2014/ Equipe 2014
Statistics / Statistiques
Statistiques tournoi et match hors-concours
Tournament and exhibition games statistics

#
30
31

Goaltenders (Statistics not available for TOURNAMENT and Exhibition games)
Name
GP
Min
GA
W
L
SO
Lawrence, Addison
Blue, David

AVE

Players (Tournament & Exhibition games)
No

Nom Name

PJ GP

BG

ASSIST

PTS

10 Kimball, Andrew

7

4

6

10

9

7

4

4

8

4

13 Vicini, Matthew

7

7

7

2

21 Phillips, Devin

7

2

5

7

17 Imposimato, Alex

7

2

2

4

8

Vaahtoranta, Oliver

7

3

3

5

Plants, Cameron

7

1

2

Straughn, Alex

1

PEN P.I.M.

14

10

27 Manning, Seth

7

2

2

4

Young, Nicholas

7

1

1

7

White, Dalton

7

1

1

18 Throndson, Christopher

7

1

1

6

23 Hooper, Lexi

7

1

1

4

2

Horne, Tucker

7

0

4

6

Anderson, Cameron

7

0

16 Fitz, Brian

7

0

10

88 St.John, Watt

7

0

4

47

64

TOTAL

20

27
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Game result / Résultat des matchs
Date

Exhibition Hors-Concours
Tournament Tournoi

Team
Équipe

Score

Team
Équipe

Score

Feb. 14
Feb. 14
Feb. 16

Exhibition
Exhibition
Tour

JR HURRICANES
Columbus Blue Jackets
JR HURRICANES

5
1
0

Phoenix Firebirds
JR HURRICANES
Val D’Or Foreurs

1
2
6

Feb. 17
Feb. 18

Tour
Exhibition

JR HURRICANES
Leysin Sport Academy

6
5

Saint John Sea Dogs
JR HURRICANES

1
1

Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Feb. 21

Exhibition
Exhibition
Tour

JR HURRICANES
JR HURRICANES
Victoriaville

4
1
4

Boston Jr Bruins
Zurich Lions
JR HURRICANES

0
4
2
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Day One
One - Travel day
by Brian Mehm
February 13, 2014

E

arly, early start as we raced to the airport trying to outrun the latest of Mother Nature's assaults. With
all players checked in and accounted for, we had a brief team meeting to discuss airport behaviour,
kissed mom and dad good bye and headed to security.

The coaches were amazed at how smoothly things went. After watching the weather 18 hours a day for
a week and being convinced we would be on a charter bus from Raleigh to Quebec City we were
shocked to find that we made it through security in record time and actually boarded our first leg ahead of
schedule.
The players did their normal routine... feeling each other (and their coaches) out, testing their boundaries
just a little but not too much and enjoying their new found freedom and camaraderie. As coaches, we sit
back and observe. Who do we need to keep an extra eye on, who needs to be reassured, who needs to
be pumped up? This group seemed to gel immediately. A great combination of talkers and quiet types, jokesters and laughers.
Upon arrival in Philly, the players found the closest food court and by the time we could turn around they had completely depleted the Chipotle of a
months worth of food. While the players ate everything but the table tops, Coach Mitch was busy trying to smooth talk the gate agent into giving him a
seat on the plane. Somehow the kind gentleman who checked us in at RDU conveniently neglected to inform him that he did not have a seat in Philly.
Of course Coaches Mehm and Willis felt badly for accusing Mitch of losing his boarding pass, but we did not let the opportunity to rib him a little bit
pass.
With a brief delay in Philly and our good buddy Mitch finally aboard the flight, we once again took to the skies and headed for
our final destination and home for the next 12 days.
Once again, getting through customs and baggage claim seemed too good to be true... as if something were waiting on the
other side of the door to even the score with a team that for all intent and purposes should have been delayed in Raleigh for
days. But there to greet us was El Capitaine Alain and the tournament transportation team... oh, and a windchill of about
minus 17!
We gave the players instructions regarding the next steps and what bags go where and loaded up the equipment truck with
luggage and hockey bags and the vans with players and coaches and hit the road for the Colisee.
There is nothing like entering the Colisee for the first time as a kid or as an adult. The sight of the building is awesome and as
soon as the doors open and the blast of warm air defrost your senses you can immediately hear the buzz of activity inside.
There are very few building left on earth like the Colisee. Not many places that can claim to have hosted Jean Beliveau, Guy
LaFleur, Mario Lemieux, Wayne Gretzky and Sydney Crosby. In fact, you can probably count them on 3 fingers!
We were greeted by the familiar faces of the tournament committee. A group that has been huge supporters and friends to our
organization for 13 years now. The players got their entry badges while the coaches went through "the gauntlet" to be sure all
paperwork, payments and details were in place. In the end, years of experience coupled with the organization skills of Coach
Shane made for another pleasant experience.
The team once again loaded up into the tournament vans and headed to Old Quebec and the Hotel Palace Royal. At this point, the kids were once
again starving and more interested in finding their next meal than taking in the sites of our hotel. So we corralled them in the lobby while we checked
in and threw our carryon bags in our rooms.
The short walk to Mike's thought the Porte St. Jean seems to never change. The players clog along in their boots and Mohawk hats in a straight(ish)
line getting fond looks and "Pee Wee?" comments from passers by. The players learned how to place an order with a French speaking waitress, how
to behave as a group in a restaurant with only 4 adults and how to tip on the pre-tax total. They did an awesome job for their first run and only a few
didn't have their money... some things never change.
After the ones with no money were done washing dishes (joke) we decided it was time for a nice walk through town... or so we hoped. Half way to the
Chateau Frontenac the coaches were calling audibles as the cold and wind chill made us decide to count our blessings for the day, cut our losses and
head for warmer climates. We made a quick stop in the most beautiful church in the city for a quick victory prayer, got a photo op at the Chateau and
bolted back to the hotel.
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We once again boarded the tournament vans (something the players had now already mastered) and were off to the Colisee once again to watch
games, look at pins and for some, get their fist taste of some of the worlds best hot dogs. We also began to witness some of the "quiet" players begin
to break out of their shells as they became more comfortable with their surroundings and teammates.
After a few hours of Colisee time, we gathered the players for a short but brisk walk to the Patro to meet the billeting families. The players instantly got
a bit quiet once we entered the building. One by one the families showed up with big smiles and warm hugs and hand shakes and two by two the
coaches told the players "see you tomorrow". It is always hard to watch kids turn white as ghosts when they first meet their billets and especially when
they make their move towards the exit. But as coaches we know from experience that they in great hands and by the time we see them in the
morning, they will be all smiles once again!
After the last players were picked up and all luggage was gone, the coaches headed back to the hotel to meet our families (the ones that made it...
sorry Nicolette) and head back through the remparts into the old city for our traditional first meal (more like feast) at the Portofino.
All told, as far as travel days go and considering what could have been and will be for the families still in NC trying to make it to QC, it could not have
gone better.
This is clearly a special group of players. Well behaved, good character and becoming more tightly knit with every minute that passes. Travel day is
about bonding and finding out how much leash each player can be given. The coaches could not have been more impressed with their behaviour and
willingness to include each other in conversation, seating and activities.
It is going to be an amazing experience!
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Day 2 - Back to Basics
by Brian Mehm
February 14, 2014
All athletes seem to find peace and solace in their sport. For hockey players, when things get crazy and hectic there is nothing better than getting on
the rink. All worry, chaos and anxiety is left at the door and everything comes into balance when you hit the ice.
That is exactly what the doctor ordered on day 2... an early morning practice to bring the players and coaches together and get back to the reason we
are here.
After 6 months of anticipation, 1 week of watching weather and 24 hours of touch and go travel issues, we finally made it to Quebec City and sent the
players off with their new families. A good night sleep and some breakfast and it was finally time to get going.
Every player was all smiles when we arrived at the rink as expected. Stories were swapped about houses and billets
and billets kids and living arrangements. The players got a great off ice warm up and pep talk
and then suited up for an hour practice.
The pace was fast and the effort was excellent.
After practice most of the players showered and the team headed back to the hotel and then
right across the street to L'Accent for a massive breakfast feast. Coach Willis thought it was a
good idea to "green light" chocolate milk to get the players some protein and replace some
sugars. The players (of course) took that to mean 3-4 glasses each plus pitchers (and I kid you not) of hot chocolate. Before
we knew what was happening the restaurant looked like a willy wonka frat party! I can't complain too much though... they did
sing happy birthday to me!
After a great meal and big sugar crash the players split up and had ~2 hours of study hall. Details have been removed to protect the innocent...
The team and coaches then loaded up the tournament vans and headed to Montmorency Falls for a nice hike up
to the top of the falls and across the suspension bridge. The players loved it. It was a winter wonderland and
the kids from the south took the opportunity to find some great "butt sliding" hills. After a nice hike, sliding and a
few photo ops, the team headed back to the Manoir Montmorency where the coaches had our traditional "top
shelf" cappuccino while the players engaged in a massive snowball battle.
Once all of the snow was removed from their clothing, pockets, undergarments and ears, we again boarded the
vans and spent the rest of the afternoon watching hockey and hanging out at the Colisee.
All players were picked up and ready for a great night of pond hockey by 5:00 and the coaches and wives
headed down the lower town for a celebratory and fantastic dinner. Details removed to protect the innocent...
At the end of the day, getting back to basics was a great remedy for a crazy few days. The team came together immediately and everyone seemed
very comfortable.
We are not sure if and when the parents and siblings will ever get here... current count is people in at least 5 different cities trying to make it north
against the odds and mother natures wishes. One thing is certain... their boys and girls have taken those important steps into becoming the young
men and women that we hope to develop over 12 days in Quebec City!
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Day 3 - Let the Games Begin
by Brian Mehm
February 15, 2014
The day began early at the Colisee picking up some of the players that were dropped off by their billets. We were greeted in the morning by 40 mph
winds and constant snow. In the Southeast they would call is "snowmageddon"... in Quebec City they call it Friday.
With all of the players at the Rejean Lemelin rink we suited up for warm ups and got the players warm, limber and focused for our first real test as a full
team against the Phoenix Firebirds.
The players looked focused and confident and took the ice dressed head to toe in the beautiful new red Hurricanes uniforms.
Both teams showed a fierce effort in a game with a great pace. Our players looked as though they had been blasted out of cannon. 2-0 after 1, 3-0
after 2 and a final of 5-1. Addison Lawrence was solid in net and all three lines did a great job coming together very quickly. Our defense was solid
and moved the puck very well to each other and our forwards. All in all, everyone was very pleased with the effort.

Scoring summary (Exhibition game)
game) Aréna Réjéan Lemelin
Period 1
Team
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Phoenix Firebirds
Period 1
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
NONE
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Phoenix Firebirds
JR Hurricanes

Time
03:43
05:22

Goals
Straughn, Alex
Kimball, Andrew

Assists
Plants, Cameron – Kimball Andrew
Phillips, Devin

08:49

Kimball, Andrew

Unassisted

01:32
07:16

Sraughn, Alex
Vandale, Zachary
Penalties

Imposimato, Alex – Throndson Christopher
Emma, Conner – Logan, Hawley

06:02

Fitz Brian

Tripping

05:14
07:02
10:20

Throndson, Christopher
Illegal body checking
Logan, Hawley
Tripping
Fitz, Brian
Interference
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet

Between games, we arranged for St. Hubert chicken, rice and coleslaw to be delivered to the rink and the players and coaches packed into a dressing
room to chow down and get some water and rest.
The Bratislava team that managed to make it half way around the world somehow did not make the 20 minute drive from their hotel to the rink in spite
of the fact that their equipment showed up an hour early. Nothing completely unusual for the Pee Wee tournament, though pretty frustrating for a team
that prides itself on being organized and on time at all times.
Luckily, the Columbus Blue Jackets agreed to play us last minute following their game against the San Jose Sharks.
We warned the players of a potential let down based on fatigue, odd circumstances and perhaps a bit of over confidence after a dominating
performance in the morning.
Not surprisingly, both teams were a bit sluggish and battled through some sloppy play. 0-0 after 1, 1-0 after 2 on an amazing shorthanded breakaway
goal by Alex Straughn. Alex Imposimato potted the eventual game winner a little more than half way through the 3rd... 2-1 Canes. The players battled
through exhaustion and adversity and learned how to play and trust each other in a tight game. The real story of the game however was the
goaltending play of David Blue. Bluey made numerous saves, controlled his rebounds and made 3-4 highlight reel stops including a breakaway pad
save and a spectacular glove save that had everyone in the arena shaking their heads.
We took our victory and lessons learned and left the rink feeling very good about the games ahead.
Scoring summary on next page
page
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Scoring Summary (Exhibition
(Exhibition game)
game) Aréna Réjéan Lemelin
Period 1
Team
NONE
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
Columbus Blue Jackets
JR Hurricanes
Period 1
NONE
Period 2
Columbus Blue Jackets
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
Columbus Blue Jackets
Columbus Blue Jackets
JR Hurricanes

Time

Goals

Assists

05:55

Straughn, Alex

Unassisted

02:29
10:42

Barnish, Drake
Imposimato, Alex
Penalties

Unassisted
Unassisted

01:20
04:41

Hall, Nicholas
Plants, Cameron

Interference
Cross checking

04:09
07:27
14:42

White, Foster
Head contact and roughing
Raymond, Korey
Tripping
Throndson, Christopher
Hooking
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet

Friday night the players, coaches, billets and parents made their way to the beautiful town of Lac Beauport for our 13th annual Welcome Dinner. The
team was treated to an awesome meal, beautiful view, warm fire and slide show of the pictures taken thus far.
This is probably the highlight night of the trip for some. It is really the first time that the entire family is in the same place at the same time to share a
meal, some drinks and learn about each other. It is a wonderful way to set the table for the week ahead.
The evening concluded with a nice speech from Coach Shane,
a very cool video presentation via CanesVision and the
introduction of the players, coaches and billeting families from
Le Capitaine Alain. All billeting families were given a team pin
and 4 player bobble heads autographed by the Hurricane
players. We also had two very special guests - Johanne and
Roger, our long time and now retired billets. (Included : speech
of the JR Hurricanes Captain on next page, in English and French)
After some "king of the mountain" play in the snow outside the players were given their marching orders for their full day off on Saturday and headed
off with their families for some pond hockey and a good night sleep.
It would be very difficult to pack much more into a day. Watching the players compete and come together as a team was something we have been
waiting for now for many months and we were not disappointed. Watching the entire Jr. Canes family come together in a beautiful setting at the Mont
Tourbillon is always a treat
and something that never
has and never will get old!
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Christopher Throndson
Throndson speech at the Get together at MontMont-Tourbillon on Feb. 14, 2014
“Good evening everyone, Bonsoir tout le monde
My name is Christopher Throndson [Je m'appelle Christopher Throndson]:
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank some special people who have made this Quebec Pee Wee Tournament experience possible.
J’aimerais prendre cette occasion pour remercier les personnes spéciales qui ont fait possible cette expérience et ce tournoi pee wee au
Québec.
I’d like to thank our Coaches: Shane, Brian, and Mitch as well as our Billet Captain Alain for all their efforts in making this tournament a
memorable time for all the players.
J’aimerais remercier nos entraineurs, Shane, Brian, et Mitch, ainsi qu’Alain, notre capitaine, pour tous leurs efforts pour faire de ce
tournoi un temps mémorables pour tous les joueurs.
I’d like to also thank our amazing billet families for opening up your homes and welcoming us like family.
J’aimerais aussi remercier les merveilleuses familles hôtes qui nous ont fait la bienvenue comme famille dans leurs foyers.
We appreciate all your time and effort you generously give to help the players and the team.
Nous apprécions tous votre temps et efforts que vous donnez généreusement pour aider nos joueurs et notre équipe.
A special thanks to our parents and family who are here tonight as well as those at home for supporting us in our trip to Quebec.
Un grand merci à nos parents et familles qui sont ici avec nous ce soir, ainsi que ceux qui sont à la maison qui nous supporter durant ce
voyage au Québec.
I would also like to acknowledge the restaurant and staff for another delicious meal.
Dernièrement, j’aimerais remercier le restaurant et les serveurs et serveuses pour ce délicieux repas.
Being the captain and one of the returning players, I would like to thank my fellow players for putting in the hard work to make this team
and the trip to Quebec. I know that it will take a lot of effort to be successful. We will have to challenge ourselves daily to be the best
person we can be.
Étant le capitaine et un des joueurs retournant avec l’équipe, je voudrais remercier mes coéquipiers pour leur travail acharné pour faire
cette équipe et le voyage au Québec. Je sais qu'il prendra beaucoup d'effort pour avoir du succès. Nous devrons nous défier
quotidiennement pour être la meilleure personne que nous pouvons être.
I also know we will have a lot of fun both on and off the ice. A lot of memories will be made with our team mates and coaches.
Je sais aussi que nous aurons beaucoup de plaisir tant sur la glace qu’en dehors. Beaucoup de souvenirs sera fait avec nos camarades
d'équipe et entraîneurs.
One last thank you goes out to the Carolina hurricanes in sponsoring the team. We take pride in representing the hurricane organization
and will do our best in this tournament to win a championship. Let’s work hard and play hard.
Un dernier merci va au Hurricanes de la Caroline dans le parrainage de l'équipe. Nous sommes fiers de représenter l'organisation des
Hurricanes et nous ferons de notre mieux pour gagner le championnat. Travaillons dur et jouons durement.
Thank you.“ Merci
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Day 4 - Rest and Relaxation
by Brian Mehm
February 16, 2014
With the pedal to the metal for 3 straight days and all players and coaches burning pure adrenaline, Saturday is usually a welcome day off of relaxation
and fun. A winter storm changed our pond hockey plans and all players were given strict orders to keep it light on the ponds and stay off their feet...
easier said than done in this environment!
The first Saturday of the tournament in Quebec City is probably the best day of the entire trip. The Carnival is in full effect, the streets are packed with
people and there is a buzz in the city as tourists and locals celebrate the warmth of winter in one of the most beautiful and winter ready cities in the
world.
The coaches and wives made the most of the day off with some sightseeing and culinary delights.
The day started with a late morning breakfast at Au Petit Coin Breton... a traditional crepes restaurant inside the remparts of the old city. Apple and
Cheese, ice cream, strawberry, chocolate banana... whatever your imagination can dream of. Cover it in fresh maple syrup (not pancake syrup) and
you have a breakfast fit for a king and queen.
After breakfast and a short walk we piled in the van and headed for the Ice Hotel. There are two working ice hotels in the world, one in Sweden and
one about 15 minutes outside of Old Quebec. There is a night club, wedding chapel, sauna and about 35-50 rooms all decorated with different themes
and all made with pure ice and snow.
After a few hour tour including some adult beverages in ice block glasses and maple syrup on a stick we headed back into town for some French onion
soup at our favourite Bistro, Le Hobbit.
We relaxed for a bit and then headed down into the old town once again for an awesome dinner at another of our favourite sport, L'Entrecote St. Jean.
Steak and frites sounds like a very simple meal and is probably not something top of mind for most folks when it comes time for dinner. But in Quebec
City, steak and frites is like an art form. Any bistro worth its salt serves their own take on the french classic. Some use an au poivre sauce, others go
for the simple sauceless variety. L'Entrecote is famous in the city for wood grilled steaks, classes thin fries and a secret sauce. The choices are pretty
simple... 5, 7 or 9. As in ounces. They have other items on the menu, but it is hard to imagine why someone would even dream of thinking about
straying off of the steak and frites page. It would be like going to McDonalds for pizza!
After a hearty "stick to your ribs" meal and a lot of laughs, it was time to turn in early and get ready for an early wake up call and the excitement of
finally hitting the ice at the Colisee.
Three days of go, go, go was fun, exciting and quite a rush, but a good restful Saturday was just what the doctor ordered and well timed. Big day
ahead!
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Day 5 - Down but Not Out
by Brian Mehm
February 17, 2014
If everything happened the way it is drawn up in the movies, there would be no opportunity for coaches to teach,
parents to console and players to learn. Such was the situation today for 18 exhausted players.
With the single worst game draw in the tournament (8:00am on a Sunday) the coaches knew that this game would be
more about preparation than it would be about perspiration. The team arrived by 7:15 and there were some early signs
that it was not going to be our day. The early arriving players did not have their warm up gear on when we arrived while
our opponent down the hall were all present and accounted for by 7:00am ready for action. Coach Shane's XL Tim
Horton’s coffee was spilled all over the dressing room floor before he even got a sip. And coach Brian had contracted
an overnight cold that had him battling for energy and focus himself.
During warm up, you could tell the players were trying to get to that needed point of focus and energy but that they just did not have it in the tank. We
won the puck flip (Coach Shane's forte) and dressed in red for our team picture.
At 8am, to the thunderous applause of our NC, SC and QC Caniacs the team took the ice and tried once again to find another gear. The coaches
feared the inevitable when we saw their lead legs in action.
1-0 after the first with some very sloppy play but solid goaltending from David Blue. Not many if any chances for the Canes.
3-0 after the second and time to regroup on the dressing room.
The coaches tried to will some belief out of the players, but the looks on their face did not hold much hope. Part of
the maturation process for an athlete is to learn how to turn disappointment into motivation. We are still working on
that killer instinct with this group.
At the start of the third, Addison Lawrence (now in goal) was called on to face his first shot... a breakaway. The
Canes had an excellent scoring chance that was turned away by the Val-D'Or goalie and they brought the puck down
the ice and scored their 4th goal... We can only wonder what would have happened if we were able to get that early
"belief" goal. But the turn of events sealed the deal. Val-D'Or went on to score 2 more against our now lifeless team.
There were hung heads in the dressing room as we tried to draw some lessons from the game... preparation, preparation, preparation. The game on
Sunday was probably lost on Saturday due to a lack of physical preparation. We warned the players that we still had another shot on Monday.
Upstairs there were plenty of tears from the players. Months of anticipation and excitement ended in a flat showing and a butt kicking by a pretty good
team.

Scoring Summary (Tournament
(Tournament game)
game) Colisée Pepsi
Period 1
Team
Val D’Or Foreurs
Period 2
Val D’Or Foreurs
Val D’Or Foreurs
Period 3
Val D’Or Foreurs
Val D’Or Foreurs
Val D’Or Foreurs
Period 1
NONE
Period 2
Val D’Or Foreurs
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes

Time
09:25

Goals
Bellard, Pierre-Luc

Assists
Cantin, Emile – Veillette, Jean-Philippe

08:19
09:41

Bastien-Ouimet, Jayson
Lauzon, Emile

Caron, Etienne
Provost, William – Labrecque, Gabriel

00:47
02:27
04:43

Lauzon, Emile
Dalibert, Jessy
Veillette, Jean-Philippe
Penalties

Brière, Emile – Provost, William
Bastien-Ouimet, Jayson
Cantin, Emile

04:04
05:00

Caron, Etienne
Young, Nicholas

Cross checking
Tripping

11:09
Plants, Cameron
Tripping
13:23
Horne, Tucker
Tripping
14:18
Fitz, Brian
Slashing
Shots –JR Hurricanes (8) Val D’Or Foreurs (29)
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We sent the players off with their billeting families trying to remind them that life does not offer second chances, but it always offers opportunities to
learn and grow. Lucky for us, we will have an opportunity to put those learnings in place and erase the bad feelings 26 hours later. It is ok to be down
and we will see if they can pull it together so we are not out.
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Day 6 - Bounce Back Time
by Brian Mehm
February 17, 2014
One of the most frustrating things about coaching 12 year old athletes is also one of their more resilient qualities. They have the attention span of
gnats and memories like goldfish. We will discuss more about the attention span thing another day... today; their short memories may have served
them well.
What was a defeated and devastated group of young kids yesterday was a chipper and enthusiastic pack today. Joking around, moving constantly
and ready for whatever the day has in store.
Upon arrival at the hotel from the Colisee the group headed across the street to L'Accent for some breakfast... this time we called ahead and let the
management know that there would be NO chocolate products of any kind served!
The players shovelled down their food while they joked with each other, swapped weekend stories and played video games. After breakfast there was
some typical snow tossing, king of the mountain, ect but eventually the coaches rounded up the gang and headed for a short brisk walk around the
block.
When we arrived at the rink we waited for our room and watched some of the games that were scheduled ahead of ours. The players seemed relaxed
and "normal".
Once we got our locker room, it was time for business. The players had a good warm up and suited up for the game. There were no far away stares
or dead tired looks... not exactly the feeling of intensity you might expect before an elimination game, but the coaches wanted the kids loose and for a
12 year old there is a very fine line between intense and tight.
The teams hit the ice and it was pretty clear that we were the more talented team from the start. But talent and a looney won't even buy you a cup of
coffee in this tournament.
We were fortunate to get the first goal and end the first period up 1-0. A major confidence boost for our potentially fragile bunch. 3-1 after the second
period but our opponent was coming on strong and we knew going into the locker room that we were going to need to match their intensity to start the
third if we were going to come out with a W and extend our life in the tournament.
St. John got a flukey bounce off the end boards that fooled Addison Lawrence. He somehow managed to trap the puck behind him with his glove and
hold steady until the referee could determine that the puck did not cross the line. Many in the arena had different opinions but I am pretty sure Addison
will be sticking with his story!
From there it was all Canes and the players earned a great confidence boosting 6-1 victory.
The atmosphere in the locker room was much better after the game as the players changed into their street clothes and the coaches plotted the next
steps of our itinerary.
After some cheers and hugs from the billets and parents, the players headed back to the Colisee to watch hockey, trade pins and just hang out in an
environment that hasn't changed in 55 years.
The coaches, parents and billets were relieved that we lived to fight another day... for the players it was just another day at the office and the thrill of
victory eventually vanished from their minds almost as quickly as the previous days agony of defeat. But that is what makes them such a joy to be
around!
Scoring summary on next page
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Scoring Summary (Tournament
(Tournament game)
game) Arpidrome
Period 1
Team
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Saint John Sea Dogs
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Period 1
JR Hurricanes
Saint John Sea Dogs
Saint John Sea Dogs
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Saint John Sea Dogs
JR Hurricanes

Time
01:41

Goals
Plants, Cameron

Assists
Imposimato, Alex

00:26
07:20
08:52

Imposimato, Alex
Vicini, Matthew
Kenel, Ethan

White, Dalton – Vaahtoranta, Oliver
Vaahtoranta, Oliver
Mabey, Ben

04:34
10:21
11:21

Kimball, Andrew
Straughn, Alex
Vicini, Matthew
Penalties

Phillips, Devin
Kimball, Andrew – Phillips, Devin
Manning, Seth – Hooper, Lexi

02:34
05:35
08:25

Straughn, Alex
McCallum, Kale
Henwood, Riley

Holding
Tripping
Roughing

10:23

Young, Nicholas

Tripping

01:36
05:22
05:56
08:17
12:49

St.John, Watt
Illegal body checking
Throndson, Christopher
Illegal body checking
Fitz, Brian
Slashing
Scott, Ryan
Tripping
Plants, Cameron
Tripping
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet
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Day 7 - Distractions and Dead Legs
by Brian Mehm
February 19, 2014
It is as predictable as the rising and setting of the sun... The Mall exhibition let down!
Take 18 exhausted players, add 1 hockey mega store, throw in a minimally supervised food court lunch and finish it off with an exhibition game against
a pretty good european team in the middle of a mall with a roller coaster running overhead and you have the recipe for a stink bomb of a game.
The day started at the Colisee watching a few games and the normal rustling about, trading pins, swapping war stories of pond hockey and
experiences with their billets. Before long we boarded the tournament vans and headed to the Hockey Warehouse... a hockey players dream and
parents worst nightmare. Aisles and aisles of sticks, skates, gloves and any other wallet sucking gear and accessories you could imagine. Looking to
outshine your opponent in knee hockey, how about a $50 carbon fiber mini stick? Need a new pair of gloves? How about 6 different shades of neon
pink and orange?
After what seemed like 3 hours (really it was a tolerable 45 mins) we boarded the vans again and headed to the Mall for lunch.
The Mall is one of those Quebec City constants for the tournament... something all players who have been through the experience since the early 80's
have in common. The rink is in the middle of (you guessed it) a mall complete with pedestrian bridge 2 stories over head, a ferris wheel, mini golf and
a roller coaster suspended from the ceiling. It is like Willy Wonka's canadian cousin was a commercial real-estate developer.
The players were escorted to the food court and given strict instructions regarding how to fuel up for the game... which of course they followed to a tee.
The coaching staff went for our go to meal at the Mall... a Quebec province staple made famous in Montreal. Smoked meat sandwich garni avec
poutine. UNREAL!
After lunch and an hour before the game we met as a group in front of the merry go round (never gets old saying that) and headed down the dressing
room to prepare for warm ups and our next exhibition game against the Leysin Sport Academy from Switzerland. The players seemed exhausted,
distracted and disinterested... always a good combination and you head into a big tune up game.
Sure enough, the coaches were unable to snap them into shape quickly enough (or at all) and the result was
much uglier than the 5-1 loss. A short lecture after the game from the coaches regarding pride, preparation and
effort hopefully stung just enough to leave a mark.
We headed back to the Colisee for some more game watching, pin trading and day dreaming. The players
headed off with their billets for some dinner and pond hockey and the coaches went to drown our sorrows in
pizza.
Luckily it is a marathon and not a sprint and we live to fight another day. As long as we keep managing through the ups and downs and keep them
moving forward and always learning good things will happen. Success does not always come in the form of a trophy but it does require that you take
pride in everything you do, learn from mistakes and always get back up and try again.
Tomorrow... the snow park!

Scoring Summary (Exhibition
(Exhibition game)
game) Mall (Galerie de la Capitale)
Period 1
Team
Leysin Sport Academy
Leysin Sport Academy
Period 2
Leysin Sport Academy
Period 3
Leysin Sport Academy
JR Hurricanes
Leysin Sport Academy
Period 1
JR Hurricanes
Leysin Sport Academy
Period 2
Leysin Sport Academy
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Lesysin Sport Academy

Time
04:25
07:20

Goals
Anderson, Johan
Baertch, Jeremy

Assists
Zurcher, Jeremy
Geller, Collin

11:40

Jobin, Gaetan

Duffey, Guillaume

01:40
11:27
14:30

Baertch, Jeremy
Vicini, Matthew
Baertch, Jeremy
Penalties

Rochette, Theo – Petkovic, Marco
Kimball, Andrew – Young, Nicholas
Petkovic, Marco – Mottard, Charles

09:33
14:24

Hooper, Lexi
Zurcher, Jeremy

Holding
Cross checking

06:47

Rochette, Theo

Cross checking

03:10
11:20

Imposimato, Alex
Cross checking
Carrel, Florian
Holding and Roughing
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet
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The Carnival, Ice Hotel, Petit Champlain,
Champlain, Snow Park and StSt-Jean Gate
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Day 8 - Working Through It
by Brian Mehm
February 20, 2014
By Thursday, the players are mentally, emotionally and physically drained but any team that wants to succeed in Quebec has to learn to push through
the fatigue. You can't go back in time and eat a little better, drink more fluids or play a little less pond hockey. What is done is done. In a way it is like
looking in a full length mirror after a long vacation... that was fun, but was it really worth it?
We are fortunate at this point to still have as good a chance as any team in our division to keep moving on.
The day started with an exhibition against a Boston Jr. Bruins team that plays in a division below us. They came out strong but our club ultimately out
matched them in terms of skill and speed. Matthew Vicini had the magic touch scoring 3 nice goals to lead the Jr. Canes to a 4-0 victory.

Scoring Summary (Exhibition
(Exhibition game)
game) Les 3 glaces
Period 1
Team
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Period 1
Boston JR Bruins
Boston JR Bruins
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
Boston JR Bruins
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Boston JR Bruins
Boston JR Bruins

Time
11:32

Goals
Vicini, Matthew

Assists
Phillips, Devin – Kimball, Andrew

03:04
11:40

Vicini, Matthew
Phillips, Devin

Straughn, Alex – Kimball, Andrew
Vaahtoranta, Oliver

12:00

Vicini, Matthew
Penalties

Manning, Seth

08:41
09:34
14:02

Linso, Frakie
Sullivan, Evan
Vicini, Matthew

Cross checking
Slashing
Head butting

02:14
06:35

Roe, Colin
Imposimato, Alex

Body checking

10:06
13:29
14:39

Checking from behind+Misconduct+Game misc.

Plants, Cameron
Interference
Bernstein, Oliver
Slashing
Piersak, Cassidy
Roughing
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet

We headed to the Mall to regroup, refuel, refocus and take on a much strong Zurich team. Our challenge to the players was to push through the
fatigue to give 100% effort no matter what. We did not ask for a win or for goals or even for a close game... just 100% effort.
The players committed themselves and answered the call. We had no legs and barely any fuel in the tank but there was no quit and a very good effort
top to bottom. Ultimately we were unable to get the goals when we needed them and gave up a late 2nd period goal that proved to be the nail in the
coffin. The game ended 4-1.
Scoring summary on next page
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Scoring Summary (Exhibition
(Exhibition game)
game) Mall (Galerie de la Capitale
Capitale)
itale)
Period 1
Team
Zurich Lions
Zurich Lions
Period 2
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
Zurich Lions
Zurich Lions
Period 1
NONE
Period 2
Zurich Lions
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
JR Hurricanes

Time
07:40
14:50

Goals
Marchand, Lionel
Rossi, Marco

Assists
Unassisted
Schwenninge, Dean

08:27

Kimball, Andrew

Phillips, Devin – Straughn, Alex

10:45
13:37

Rossi, Marco
Wallner, Leon
Penalties

Schwenninge, Dean – Marchand, Lionel
Unassisted

08:30
09:45

Schmid, Elia
Hooper, Lexi

Body checking
Roughing

06;44

Young, Nicholas
Hooking
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet

In the dressing room we told the players to look around and see how exhausted they looked. We let them know that they did exactly what we asked of
them even though we didn't win.
While the players headed back to the Colisee to watch games, rest and trade pins, the coaches went to the Arpidrome to scout our opponents for
tomorrow. We will face off against a very well balanced and disciplined Victoriaville team. A winnable game, but only with a complete effort from our
side.
The players have very little left but do have 27 hours rest to recharge their batteries and see if they can get themselves to the point where they have a
chance to pull out a victory when we need it most. They have a real opportunity to learn a valuable life lesson about adversity, determination and the
will to win.
Can't wait to see what happens next!
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Day 9 - Leaving it Out There
by Brian Mehm
February 22, 2014
Well rested and wounds healed from the previous day the players and coaches got together for some rest at the team hotel prior to heading off to
lunch.
The players seemed to be in good spirits and up to their normal routine... asking questions, joking around and generally perpetually moving in no
particular direction.
We piled into 4 or 5 different rooms and let the players rest, get some fluids and do their remaining homework... or in some cases, START their
homework. At 12:00pm it was time for "the game". You could practically feel the entire country shut down at one time as the puck dropped between
the US and Canada. It is really great that so many people take an interest in Olympic hockey. It is great for the sport and a lot of fun for hockey fans
to actually share a common interest with the usual football, basketball and baseball folks even if it is just for a few hours every four years. I cannot
complain and I don't think anyone should.
As cool as it has become for Team USA to get the support of a nation that largely does not understand the rules of the sport they play, there is nothing
(and I mean nothing) that is the equivalent in the states of witnessing an entire nation shut down and come together for their team. In the states we
have March Madness, The October Classic, New Years Day bowls and of course, the Super Bowl, but we simply do not have the opportunity to come
together around one team in one sport and pull in the same direction. It is really uniquely Canadian and it is a real pleasure to witness and be a part
of.
The players did not understand at the time what they were a part of that afternoon, but as we sat in Mike's Restaurant as a team, eating a meal and
watching the third period of the game with softball size snow pouring
down outside the window onto the few passers by on the street the
coaches paused for just a second to note how fortunate we all were to be
there. Hopefully when the players look back someday, they will think it is
pretty cool that they were in that atmosphere for such a big event for our
host nation.
Ultimately, our French and Albertan representatives on the staff got the
better of the Virginian and Ohioan, but one of these years...
The team headed to the Arpidrome. The Arpidrome is not as grand and exciting as the Colisee. Everyone
who enters the Arpidrome is in some way disappointed. Things did not work out as planned in their first game and they are now relegated to the
"second class". But we reminded the players that the Arpidrome is still full of teams and full of dreams and FIVE TEAMS will play their second to last
game in the Arpidrome on Saturday and their last game in the Colisee on Sunday. Our message to them... why not us?
We knew that if we could get past a very strong Victoriaville team we had a great opportunity to advance to the Colisee on Sunday. But we also knew
that it would take a miraculous effort to beat one of the most disciplined and defensively stingy teams we would face.
The players had a good effort but a shaky start and ultimately went down 2-0 after the first period. We managed to get our feet under us a bit more in
the 2nd but still were not able to solve the Victoriaville defence, or even come close.
The speech to the players between periods was simple... THIS IS WHY YOU PLAY. If you come into a dressing room in an elimination game down
two goals and feel sorry for yourself you need to find something else to do with your time. This is what athletes live for. This is something that should
be embraced. This is the kind of adversity you will encounter your entire life both on and off the ice. If you want to do something you love, you have to
relish the opportunity to overcome adversity.
Slowly you could sense their mood change and they took the ice in the third as a determined group. We went back and forth for 5 or 6 minutes and
Addison Lawrence was able to make the big saves needed to keep us alive until Devin Phillips was finally able to light the lamp for his first of the trip to
cut the lead to 1.
Immediately the mood on the bench changed and the players came out even more fierce and kept the Victoriaville team on their heels.
With a little under 2 minutes left, we called time out, pulled our goalie and went for broke. One of the most difficult things to coach and for players to
learn is how to balance urgency, desperation and good decision making when the pressure is on in the final minute of a game. We don't have "two
minute drill" practice time and it shows. The Victoriaville team was able to cap their victory with an empty net goal and then quickly score another ugly
goal while our players were still reeling. Canes lose 4-1.
After the game, there were plenty of tears and something we had been hoping for but had not seen all trip... 18 players exhausted from a complete
EFFORT. We let them know that it would hurt for a while and that it should hurt... that means they care! We also let them know that they need to
separate the result from their effort. Though we did not get the result we wanted, they left it out of the ice 100% for the first time as a team. They
finally learned what we had been trying to pull, push, shove, drag and beg out of them. Prepare, take pride in what you do and give your best effort no
matter what. We would have loved for them to learn that lesson in a winning effort and with another chance to put on the uniform. But lessons in
athletics do not always work through positive reinforcement. There are 150 teams in this tournament and 145 of them will go home disappointed.
Sometimes, the best lessons in athletics and life are learned in defeat.
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We would have loved another shot at the Colisee, but we managed to get something bigger. We got 18 players to give their best effort against a great
team after a bad start. We got them to believe in themselves and not give up in the face of adversity. A best of all, we got to tell them that pride is not
something that comes from the outcome of the game but the output of your effort and we certainly are very proud of them!
Scoring summary on next page

Scoring Summary (Tournament game)
game) Arpidrome
Period 1
Team
Victoriaville Tigres
Victoriaville Tigres
Period 2
NONE
Period 3
JR Hurricanes
Victoriaville Tigres
Victoriaville Tigres
Period 1
JR Hurricanes
Period 2
Victoriaville Tigres
JR Hurricanes
JR Hurricanes
Period 3
Victoriaville Tigres
JR Hurricanes

Time
08:37
09:53

Goals
Pinard, Simon
Blanchette, Felix

Assists
Provencher, Emile – Garneau, Olivier
Filion, Xavier – Bourque, Mavrik

07:05
13:58
14:55

Phillips, Devin
Blanchette, Felix
Garneau Olivier
Penalties

Kimball, Andrew – Sraughn, Alex
Bourque, Mavrik – Filion, Xavier
Unassisted

05:43

Straughn, Alex

Tripping

01:07
04:23
09:21

Cote, Tommy
Plants, Cameron
Fitz, Brian

Tripping
Tripping
Cross checking

06:16
07:53

Desrochers, Antoine
Cross checking
St.John, Watt
Interference
Shots – Not indicated on the score sheet
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Day 10 - Soaking It In
by Brian Mehm
February 24, 2014
The pressure is now off and the business portion of the trip is in the rear view mirror. The roller coaster ride is over and the coaches are all very
thankful that we were able to end on an "off scoreboard" high note. Would we love to be playing on Saturday? Sure, but so would well over a hundred
other teams.
The coaches started our day with our late week ritual... shopping. In years past, we would wait until Sunday, run down Rue St. Jean in a panic only to
remember that it is Sunday and the only thing open on Sunday morning in Quebec City are churches and Tim Hortons. As you can imagine our wives
got pretty sick of receiving hymnals and travel coffee mugs as gifts. But alas, we are hockey coaches... and hockey coaches are no dummies (said no
one ever). You can fool us three years in a row, but by God you will be lucky to make it four (or five).
So we have now mastered the Saturday shopping trip. We are like a well oiled machine weaving in and out of traffic, tourists and locals. We hit our
targets hard... hoodies for the wives, snow globes for the daughters and anything hockey for the boys. After about 3 minutes (30 seconds shopping
and 2:30 making fun of each other) we are done and out of the dog house for another 51 weeks. Wait... are blogs fiction or non-fiction, I can't seem to
remember?
The agenda for the day is watch a few games at the Colisee and say our goodbyes and thank you's to the wonderful staff of volunteers and then head
to Lac Beauport for a day of pond hockey and fun.
One of the best parts of the tournament that most never see or experience directly is the behind the scenes staff. They have been unchanged for well
over 15 years... some of them 25+ years. There is the housing committee, the rules committee, the exhibition game committee, transportation,
equipment, photography and the scattered staples around the Colisee. Over the past 13 years, we have gotten to know many (if not most) of them like
family. We embrace when we see each other and when we part. We swap stories of our children, coaches from the past and other pleasantries.
They marvel at how we keep coming back and how much our French is improved. They are the true lifeblood of the tournament. Their impact goes
beyond schedules, rules and organization. They put their souls into this event and it is their work, while largely unseen, that makes this event stand
out like no other.
After watching some hockey and making our rounds, we headed to
Lac Beauport for a day of fun and togetherness with the players,
billets and remaining families.
Lac Beauport is a small and beautiful town north of Quebec City
complete with a ski slope, golf course and, of course, a lovely lake.
We call Lac Beauport the "winter wonder land". It is always snowing
there, always beautiful and always peaceful. It is no wonder that
Patrick Roy, Simon Gagne and other current and former NHL players
make it their home.
After 10 years at a Chinese buffet owned by a former billeting family and good friends, we decided to go a bit more relaxed for our closing dinner. The
club house overlooking Lac Beauport did not disappoint. A beautiful relaxed view, direct access to the 3km skating loop and plenty of warm food and
drink set the perfect scene for a great afternoon.
The coaches and players spent a good chunk of time on the frozen lake, skating, having snowball fights, chasing each other around and just enjoying
the outdoors and the scenery. It was magical. When the food arrived, it was time to come inside for some warmth and lasagna.
The farewell dinner is always a special time for the coaches and billets. We have come to the end of our 12 days together and it is our chance to
spend some quality time with the billeting families and their children. How did they enjoy their time with our team? What went well? What can we do
better? Should we fire Alain? Can you have us over for dinner next year and cook us a really good meal? Did the players ever shower?
We are very fortunate to have a mix of veterans and new comers on our billet team. The good news is, we think we sealed the deal to have all of our
newbies back for another year. The bad news is we will be losing our longest standing billeting families - Serge and Josee. They will be retiring from
billeting service but promise to stay involved with the team. When Serge explained his rationale to me, I completely understood but was a bit
overwhelmed. When they started their commitment to us, they did it for THEIR children. The first or second year, their oldest boy got to skate with our
team for practice... the thrill of his hockey career. Their kids are now grown and out of the house. They put in so much for us and have been with us
so long that they have outlived the reason they got involved in the first place. Amazing. They still remember the names of all of the players that stayed
with them... and still keep in touch with many of them. Serge and Josee are a classic example of the family atmosphere we have worked so hard to
build for 13 years. They will be missed as host families but will always hold a place in our family. I am personally forever changed by their generosity,
commitment and love. They made me a part of the lives of their children and did so much for our team that can never be repaid.
Once we had packed up the leftovers and cleaned up the room it was time to head back to the hotel to pack our things for the long day ahead. What a
great night in a beautiful place that will never show up in a tour book and never should!
It is impossible to describe this trip to people who have never been. After 13 years, I have all but stopped trying. As we exited the clubhouse, you
could still hear a half dozen players in the distance out on the lake in the pitch black still soaking in their final hours in hockey paradise. The reality is
there is no describing this trip... it is scenes like this that words could never give justice to anyway.
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Day 11 - Parting Thoughts
by Brian Mehm
February 25, 2014
I remember being 12 years old and always trying to believe the teacher or coach or camp counselor who told me that I was in "the best
class/team/camp/group" that the person had ever been a part of. I wanted so badly to believe it was true, but even as a young man, I knew that they
were probably stretching the truth just a bit... they probably say that every year.
I have made it a point as an adult to spare youngsters that same mental wrestling match. I feel like I owe it to them not to give them overly general
feedback and sentiments. It does them no good to hear how much we liked them or how proud we are of them in overly general terms.
There is nothing to be learned from such generalities and kids are smarter than they are given credit for anyway. So I try to be as honest and
constructive as possible at the end of each Quebec trip. There are always things we as coaches loved, other things we liked and still other things we
wish would have been different. It is important for players, parents and billets to hear the good, the bad and the ugly... so here goes.
This group was a "bounce back group" for the staff. We had a really rough year last year with motivation, behaviour, leadership and focus. We really
needed a year with good kids to set us on the right track. We even amended our tryout process to enable us to get more exposure to a broader set of
players before making our final cut. We can honestly say that it worked out very well.
This year’s group was a pleasure from start to finish. We were not without drama, politics and some ups and downs, but by and large, this was a
group that came together quickly in the dressing room, gave us their attention and buy in and opened their minds to the entire experience.
This team learned through the process that there is no
substitute for preparation, pride and effort. If you are not
ready to go, you will be disappointed. In our 4 losses, I would
say we were not ready to go in 3 of them and we paid for our
lack of pride, effort and focus. But to the credit of our players,
the signature of this year’s team is in the final loss. I know that
is hard to believe... most story book endings do not culminate
in a loss! But for these players, the experience is over, but the
story is just beginning.
We came out on Friday less than fully prepared and it cost us
early. In our three previous losses, that would have been the
end of the game and the end of the story... come out
unprepared, hang your head, loose badly, get scolded, cry,
snap back. But this team did something very important. This
team did not quit, did not fold the team, throw in the towel or
hang their heads. This team made a decision to stand up and
fight back. To take a risk and put everything on the line
knowing that it might mean bigger disappointment and pain.
The big victory of this years experience did not show up in the
newspaper or the score sheet. It showed in the dressing room
in the form of tears, perspiration and the beaming pride of 3
coaches.
Every team moves forward with amazing memories, crazy stories to tell and gratitude towards their billeting families. Some teams move forward with
a trophy to show for their efforts. Most teams move forward with regret about what could have been on the ice.
This team soaked in every minute of the experience off the ice and managed to learn the important lessons in defeat on it. They still have a lot to learn
as young men and women. How to work together as a group... how to make everyone feel included and welcome... how to do it right the first time
without being asked... how to deal with disappointment with grace, sportsmanship and class. These lessons will come with time, patience and
continued good parenting and mentoring.
The coaches sincerely thank you all for helping us bounce back this year. We would have loved to be playing on Saturday and Sunday but it was not
to be. More importantly, however, was putting the pieces back in place for our program. Establishing a world class group of billeting families,
representing the Carolina Hurricanes with class at all times and being a perfectly imperfect group of players willing to listen, learn and grow... even
when things don't go as planned.
It has been a pleasure capturing a small part of this experience for you for the past 2 weeks. I appreciate all of the feedback from my (very) small fan
base... especially those not related to me ;-) I hope that you all stay in touch and remember to give back in your own way and in your own time some
day. There is no greater gift than to give.
N.B. : Champion AA – Victoriaville Tigres (6) vs Basses-Laurentides Conquérants (3)
Special Thanks to the parents, billets and Coach Mehm for the pictures.
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